
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Praise Your Way Out 

“About midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing 
hymns to God, and the other prisoners were listening to 
them.  Suddenly there was such a violent earthquake 
that the foundations of the prison were shaken. At once 
all the prison doors flew open, and everybody's chains 
came loose.” - Acts 16:25-26 (NIV) 

Isn’t it amazing how a bad attitude can make everyone 

on a team miserable or a good attitude can motivate 

others to push a little further until a job is done?  Living 

by faith, depending on support, waiting on God’s timing – 

all of these things can sometimes make life a little 

unnerving, but we’ve heard several times lately that the 

best way to get through it is to praise our way out of it.  

Even while in prison Paul and Silas were praying and 

singing, despite the despair of their situation!  It’s such a 

great reminder to us that God has a plan in store for us 

and for you, but the best part is that we don’t need to 

worry at all because whatever place we find ourselves in, 

he knows exactly when and how the doors will open and 

the chains will be loosed!   

We are praising our way through this time of itineration!  

We are praying for a September 1
st
 departure.  That’s 

only four weeks away – or less when this hits your 

mailbox – but we still trust a miracle will take place and 

whether or not that happens in our expected timing, we 

will keep our hopes high and praise God because He is 

faithful!  In July we sold our furniture, moved out of our 

apartment, stored our shipment and packed our 

suitcases with what we’ll need until we arrive in 

Colombia.  We are ready to go!  We are fully prepared to 

leave with a 24 hour notice, but before we can go we 

need new monthly supporters – 60 new supporters at 

$60/month.  Please agree with us in prayer that God will 

supply those supporters and get us to the field in just a 

few weeks!   

Prayer Requests 

 Direction as a new school year is upon us and we 

wait to see where the kids will be enrolling. 

 New supporters and prayer partners to help us 

get to the field. 

Around Home 

Corey, Alex and Tona all added a number to their ages 

over the last few months. Thank you everyone who sent 

cards and birthday wishes!  We enjoyed a beautiful 

weekend with Corey’s extended family for their annual 

family reunion.  Alex and Maggie are getting ready to 

begin two weeks of the Junior Apprentice program at 

Mount Hope Church in Grand Blanc, MI where they will 

spend two weeks in intense discipleship, discipline and 

spiritual growth exercises – from push-ups to camping to 

service projects and running a church service, the two 

weeks they commit should deliver them 100 percent 

ready to return to the mission field on fire for God!   
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Contact Us 
Phone:   GA 770.901.9077 or MI 810.496.1481 
Email:     corey@kautzfamily.org 
AGWM Account #2938132 
Visit us on the web at www.KautzFamily.org  
You can also find us on Facebook! 

Reaching Colombia Through The Next Generation 
 

www.kautzfamily.org 

One of Medellín’s most famous citizens 

is Fernando Botero, a painter and 

sculptor known worldwide for his 

artwork of obese figures.   

The Museo de Antioquia in Medellín 

showcases much of Botero’s work both 

inside and outside.  Tickets to view 

Botero’s work and other artists are only 

(about) $4 for adults and $2 for 

students. 
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